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Introdu tion

In the re ent past, a tuarial modelling has migrated from deterministi
towards the use of sto hasti

approa hes

s enarios. Su h proje tions are useful to an insurer

who wishes to examine the distribution of emerging earnings a ross a range of
future e onomi

and mortality s enarios. The use of nested sto hasti

dramati ally in reases the required run time for su h models.

pro esses

Computational

savings are possible using a ompressed version of the original data in the sto hasti
model. This involves the synthesis of model points: a relatively small number
of poli ies that represent the data at large. Traditionally this has been a hieved
using variations on the distan e-to-nearest-neighbour and k-means nonparametri
lustering approa hes. The aim of this resear h is to investigate how model-based
lustering

an be applied to a tuarial data sets to produ e high quality model

points for sto hasti
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proje tions.

Data

Milliman have provided a data set
ea h with over

100

variables.

ontaining

110, 000

variable annuity poli ies,

As lo ation variables Milliman

ompiled a set of

revenue, expense and benet present values for ea h annuity poli y, a ross a range
of

3

5

e onomi

s enarios. The poli y size variable is total a

ount value in for e.

Methods

The weighted distan e to nearest-neighbour algorithm used by Milliman is:
1. Dene the importan e of ea h poli y as its size multiplied by its Eu lidean
distan e to nearest neighbour a ross its lo ation variables.
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2. Identify the least important poli y and merge it with its nearest neighbour.
The merged poli y has size equal to the sum of the merging poli y sizes and
lo ation variables equal to those of the larger of the merging poli ies.
3. Re al ulate importan e values for all poli ies and repeat the pro ess until
the desired number of poli ies remain.
4. Identify the poli ies mapped to ea h
tion. The original poli y in ea h
for the size of all poli ies in the
The nonparametri
abilisti

framework.

to iteratively merge

luster and

al ulate their mean lo a-

luster nearest to this

entre is s aled up

luster as a representative `model point'.

approa h above

an be amended to operate within a prob-

Rather than using weighted distan e to nearest neighbour
ells and produ e

lusters; the

lusters are instead identied

using mixtures of multivariate Gaussian distributions.

This pro ess

an be au-

tomated to in orporate the poli y importan e information using the me.weighted
step within the
mean of ea h

R

pa kage

m lust

. The original poli y

losest to the theoreti al

luster is again s aled up to ree t the size of all poli ies in the

luster and identied as a representative model point. This model-based

luster-

ing approa h is initialised using a partial run of the distan e to nearest neighbour
algorithm to allow for observations with lo ation variables originally valued at
An advantage of the parametri

model-based approa h is that the resultant

lustering has an asso iated likelihood value. This
presen e of strong positive
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e onomi
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an be used to

ontrol for the

orrelation among lo ation variables shared a ross the

s enarios present. Rather than analyse the data

orresponding to ea h s enario
points

0.

an be

olle tively, the data

lustered separately and the nal model

al ulated using Bayesian model averaging a ross the s enario out omes.

Results and Con lusions

To test the results, the model-based

lustering approa h is

ompared with the

weighted nearest neighbours Milliman approa h at various levels of
namely

50, 250, 1000, 2500 and 5000 model points.

in a range of sto hasti
model-based
forman e,

ompression,

The model points are employed

fore asts using Milliman's a tuarial pri ing model. The

lustering approa h is demonstrated to provide strong fore ast per-

omparable to or better than the Milliman weighted nearest neighbours

approa h, at all levels of data

ompression tested.

ompressed data fore asts are additionally very

The model-based

lustering

lose to those generated using

the seriatim (full) data. Furthermore, the Bayesian model averaging approa h to
synthesising model points su

essfully over omes the issue of positive

among lo ation variables when e onomi

s enarios are analysed
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orrelation

olle tively.

